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Like other insurance carriers, our customer was challenged 

with detecting and addressing document fraud in underwriting. 

Existing efforts for underwriting fraud management were reactive, 

with fraud caught well after the fact. Referral generation efficacy 

was limited, and the process was heavily manual and resource 

intensive. As a result, underwriters and investigators were 

stretched thin reviewing cases and documents for possible 

duplication and fraud. Not all documents could be reviewed due 

to resource constraints, and the process was error prone. There 

was opportunity to help prioritize investigations for policies and 

agents showing signs of possible document fraud.
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Document Fraud 
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PROBLEM SOLUTION

CognitiveScale’s Fraud Detection AI is a novel AI driven 

solution that helps insurers target soft underwriting fraud. 

Our solution provides a set of models for analyzing structured 

and unstructured data for documents and policies to surface 

manipulation, anomalies and duplication. In particular, 

the solution provides insights for document similarity and 

duplication for review by underwriters and investigations 

team. It enables automated review of documents thus creating 

capacity and reducing error rates. It’s prioritization helps 

focus investigative review of policies and agents most likely 

to engage in document fraud.
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CognitiveScale is an enterprise AI software company with solutions that helps customers win with intelligent, transparent and trusted AI/ML powered 
digital systems. Our Cortex software and industry AI accelerators enable businesses to rapidly build, operate, and evolve intelligent, transparent, and 
trusted AI systems on any cloud. The company’s award-winning software is being used by global leaders in banking, insurance, healthcare and digital 
commerce to increase user engagement, improve employee expertise and productivity, and protect brand and digital infrastructure from AI Business 
risks. Headquartered in Austin, Texas, CognitiveScale has offices in New York, London, and Hyderabad, India, and is funded by Norwest Venture Partners, 
Intel Capital, IBM Watson, Microsoft Ventures, and USAA.
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About CognitiveScale

ANATOMY OF FRAUD DETECTION AI

The customer successfully 

implemented CognitiveScale’s 

Fraud Detection AI solution 

with the following results:

Approximately 9% of policies 

flagged for discount document 

fraud which translated into millions 

of dollars per year of premium 

leakage savings

A more proactive stance 

to managing underwriting 

fraud enabling the team to 

reduce time to detection 

and action

Increased productivity  

and capacity of underwriting 

and audit teams which allowed 

the team to handle more cases 

for investigations and review
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Trigger pre-processing 
step to extract docu-

ment metadata

Predict similar documents 
for potential fraud

Provide realtime and 
batch insights to 

investigative teams


